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Dear friends,
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Reply-To: rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com
To: Rakesh <rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com>

Today, June 21st 2010 the summer solstice begins. I have put up the latest predictions for
the year to come. Please click on the link below, and you will be taken to the newsletter
page. This morning, I had a radio program on the same subject on WBAI radio, F.M. 99.5
New York.
http://ishwarastral.com/newsletter.htm

God bless all.
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Dr. Rakesh Kumar
Chairman
ISHWAR
web: ishwarcenter.org.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=7151fa0b6c&v...wsletter&qs=true&search=query&msg=1295dce101791668 [2/7/2012 4:21:24 PM]

Dear friends
Today, June 21st the summer solstice begins.
As of today, as per Hindu Vedic Astrology, the Sun is in Gemini with the planet Ketu,
The Moon is in Libra, Saturn is in Virgo, Rahu is in Sagittarius, Jupiter is in Pisces,
Venus is in Cancer, Mercury is in Taurus, and Mars is in Leo.
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First of all, let me explain to you as to why since the last year, there have been so
many natural disasters, earthquakes, landslides, fires, volcano eruptions and so on. If
you observe, all these disasters were land related. Mars controls land. Mars has been in
Cancer since October 2009, until May 26th this year. This is an unusual time for Mars to
occupy a zodiac sign. Mars generally transits a sign in one and a half months. Mars is
generally a planet of destruction, violence, wars and disharmony. So whenever the
planet Mars transits in some unfavorable sign, the situation becomes bad. Mars is
debilitated in Cancer, so the effects were negative. For America, Mars was transiting the
8th from the rising sign, and 6th from the Moon sign. This caused calamities, destructions,
earthquakes, debts and losses all around.
But now, Mars has moved into Leo. But Jupiter and Saturn are in opposition. The
planets Rahu and Ketu are also in a transit which is not too favorable. Therefore there
may be some confusion in the government. Financial companies will be stuck, with non
circulation of money. The government will face much flak, and some leaders will prove
to be shameful. There could be some dangers for the transport system. There could be
some accidents. America’s allies and friends will fall out and the country will be facing
some difficult times. Overall, America will see very good times from November 2011
onwards. For the immediate times, the New Moon in July may bring some great storm,
and there could be some disruption of communications. From July 20 th, until September
5th, Saturn and Mars come together in Virgo, opposed to Jupiter in Pisces. This period is
a time of great caution. There could be some calamities in the country. The earth will
tremble and fires will rage in the South and the West. There will be a threat from not
only natural disasters, but also war like situation or terrorist activities. The country’s
homeland security should be on high alert.
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Now when I talk of all this, the listeners should remember that the planets merely create
such a situation, and all we have to do is be cautious and take every precaution to
prevent such situations. For individuals, all those who have the Moon signs of Cancer,
Scorpio and Pisces, will have a good time generally. Those with Moon sign of Aquarius,
Gemini and Aries should watch their diet and health. Those with Moon sign Sagittarius
and Gemini will have some shifting and major changes in their lives, maybe even career.
Libra people may have some foreign travels. Those who have the Moon sign of Virgo
are in the middle of the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn so should not be
adventurous and try to maintain a normal routine life. Most of the effects could be
described accurately on every person’s individual chart and the planetary positions.
Talking of natural calamities and disasters, I feel that all these natural disasters are also
man made. People have become greedy and have crossed all limits to extract
everything out of earth. As a result of which, there is a great ecological disbalance and
the results are earthquakes, storms, floods etc. Today, countries are spending trillions

of dollars sending rockets to other planets to know about them. They have spent billions
of dollars for the big bang theory experiment, even putting the entire world to danger of
extinction. Why do we have to do this? Why do we have to desperately find out what’s
happening in the other planets when we can’t take care of our own planet? Why do we
have to waste huge amounts of money to find out about the formation of earth? Why
can’t we accept the Bible, or the Vedas, that describe how God made the world? Why
cant countries and its great scientists find ways to save the earth from destruction,
instead of trying to find its formation?
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In our ancient scriptures written thousands of years ago, it was mentioned that in this
age of Kaliyuga, evil would become maximum, and that there would be wars, natural
calamities, destruction because of the rise of evil, and decline of good. Soon, this Dark
Age will end, and there will be peace and prosperity in the world. People will live with a
higher consciousness, and the divine Will shall prevail.
May Peace prevail in the world, and may God bless humanity.
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Dr. Rakesh Kumar
Chairman
ISHWAR USA
Web: ishwarcenter.org.

